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waste, oil, or other wastes approved by the board when the mixed material may be delivered to a 

permitted solid waste facility, incinerator, or other facility with approval of any applicable local 

government entity.  

(e)  When marijuana or a marijuana product is found by, or surrendered to, a law 

enforcement officer including an airport security officer,  the officer may dispose of the 

marijuana or marijuana product as provided in this section or by any method that is allowed 

under any applicable local ordinance.   (Eff. ___/___ /____, Register ____)  

Authority:  AS 17.38.010  AS 17.38.087   AS 17.38.100 

  AS 17.38.070  AS 17.38.090   AS 17.38.900     

  AS 17.38.084 

 3 AAC 306.745.  Standardized scales.  A marijuana establishment shall use certified 

scales in compliance with AS 45.75.080, the Alaska Weights and Measures Act.  A marijuana 

establishment shall 

               (1)  maintain registration and inspection reports of certified scales; and 

               (2)  upon request by the board or the director, provide a copy of the registration and 

inspection reports of the certified scales to the board or the director for review.  (Eff. ___/___ 

/____, Register ____)  

Authority:  AS 17.38.010  AS 17.38.087   AS 17.38.100 

  AS 17.38.070  AS 17.38.090   AS 17.38.900     

  AS 17.38.084 

 3 AAC 306.750.  Transportation.  (a)  A licensed marijuana establishment shall 

transport marijuana as follows:   

  (1)  a marijuana cultivation facility may transport marijuana to another marijuana 
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cultivation facility, a marijuana product manufacturing facility, a marijuana testing facility, or a 

marijuana retail store; 

  (2)  a marijuana product manufacturing facility may transport a marijuana product 

to another marijuana product manufacturing facility, a marijuana testing facility, or a marijuana 

retail store; 

  (3)  a marijuana testing facility may transport marijuana or a marijuana product to 

the facility from which it received the marijuana or another marijuana testing facility; and 

  (4)  a marijuana retail store may transport marijuana or a marijuana product to 

another marijuana retail store.   

 (b)  A marijuana establishment from which a shipment of marijuana or marijuana product 

originates is responsible for preparing, packaging, and securing the marijuana or marijuana 

product during shipment, for recording the transfer in the marijuana inventory tracking system, 

and for preparing the transport manifest.  Any individual transporting marijuana in compliance 

with this section shall have a marijuana handler permit required under 3 AAC 306.700. 

 (c)  When any marijuana or marijuana product is transported, the marijuana establishment 

that originates the transport shall use the marijuana tracking system to record the type, amount 

and weight of marijuana or marijuana product being transported, the name of the transporter, the 

time of departure and expected delivery, and the make, model and license plate number of the 

transporting vehicle.  A complete printed transport manifest on a form prescribed by the board 

must be kept with the marijuana or marijuana product at all times. 

 (d)  During transport, any marijuana or marijuana product must be in a sealed package or 

container in a locked, safe and secure storage compartment in the vehicle transporting the 

marijuana or marijuana product.  The sealed package may not be opened during transport.  Any 
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vehicle transporting marijuana or marijuana product must travel directly from the shipping 

marijuana establishment to the receiving marijuana establishment, and must not make any 

unnecessary stops in between except to deliver or pick up marijuana or marijuana product at any 

other licensed marijuana establishment.   

 (e)  When a marijuana establishment receives marijuana or a marijuana product 

transported in compliance with this section, the recipient of the shipment shall use the marijuana 

inventory tracking system to report the type, amount, and weight of marijuana or marijuana 

product received.  The licensed recipient shall refuse to accept any shipment of marijuana or 

marijuana product that is not accompanied by the transport manifest.   

 (f)  A marijuana establishment must keep records of all marijuana or marijuana product 

shipped from or received at that marijuana establishment as required under 3 AAC 306.755.  

(Eff. ___/___ /____, Register ____)  

Authority:  AS 17.38.010  AS 17.38.087   AS 17.38.100 

  AS 17.38.070  AS 17.38.090   AS 17.38.900     

  AS 17.38.084 

  3 AAC 306.755.  Business records.  (a)  A marijuana establishment shall 

maintain, in a format that is readily understood by a reasonably prudent business person, the 

following information: 

  (1)  all books and records necessary to fully account for each business transaction 

conducted under its license for the current year and three preceding calendar years; records for 

the last six months must be maintained on the marijuana establishment’s licensed premises;  

older records may be archived on or off premises; 

  (2)  a current employee list setting out the full name and marijuana handler permit 


